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The In's And Out's Of Working With Wordpress

Are you yearning to create a website or blog of your very own? Try WordPress. With WordPress, you'll
be able to create a blog or website quickly and easily. Keep reading to learn all about WordPress.
Make sure you have a unique template for your WordPress blog. This may be tempting since it's a time
saver, but users will not be too impressed with your effort. You want to get off on the right foot with your
visitors.
Familiarize yourself with the options and tools available on WordPress. For example, clicking on
KITCHEN SINK gives you many more choices in formatting and importing that set your posts apart. Also,
notice SCREEN OPTIONS on your administrator pages. Use this for many formatting options.
Make sure you use Alt and Title. Use both title and alternate text when uploading your images to your
site. You can put SEO phrases in these places, and those people that can't see pictures on your site will
know what should have been there.
Gather as much information as you can before installing WordPress. You will be more successful if you
make a good plan before you begin. Learn all you can about SEO, good content and using WordPress to
your advantage.
When it is time to begin posting, set up a schedule. You will feel motivated to post regularly if you have a
good schedule. The fact is, you will be able to write several posts all at once, and then have WordPress
upload them on a set schedule.
Clean up comments and content that is worthless to your site. This makes your site user-friendly for
people of integrity who visit it. Check out Akismet for a great way to remove spam.
Be certain users have the ability to email posts to themselves if they like. This is crucial for the purpose
of sharing also, since many users might not have access to Twitter or Facebook at their job but may
want to share with their friends your articles. Take advantage of WordPress email plugins for this
purpose.
Your username should never be "admin". Doing so can make your site vulnerable to bot attacks. This is
an unnecessary security risk to take. Comb through your pages and delete any such user names right
away. Choose another username.
Corporations and individuals have both used WordPress to build sites. This software features a vast
array of user-friendly tools that can help the beginner build a beautiful site. The more you learn about
WordPress, the better your site will become.
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